The decision was
huge; our choice
was spot on.
The Reviews Are In!
Want to know what life is like at Bethany Village? Take a look at some online reviews and comments
from the experts – the people who call an Asbury community home!

SOCIAL, ENGAGED LIVING
Virginia Wilt

Moving to Bethany Village is the best decision we could
have made regarding our health and wellness. We socialize
with friends, family and acquaintances, play games with
neighbors, enjoy having friends over for dinner, dessert, or
just a glass of wine. Our only regret, we should have come
sooner! Come, join our beautiful community and enjoy a
carefree retirement. Beautiful people live here.

RICH SENSE OF COMMUNITY

SECURITY DURING CHALLENGING TIMES
Louise Weldy

Dale and Ellie Meadowcroft

We came as a couple from out of state,
found so many new friends and activities
to pursue, and found ourselves at home.
When my husband passed, this new family
of friends continued. The facilities are high
class, the care of the administration during
this COVID crisis is admirable, and the staff
is dedicated. My own family call Bethany
“Grammy’s Country Club!”

We lived in our house for 30 years
and I was in my neighbor’s house
once. We moved here and the night
we moved in I was in three different
homes as they welcomed us in.
It was a life-changing experience
for me. There’s a lot to enjoy, and
we encourage people to make
the move while you can enjoy the
opportunities that are available.

RELAXED, MAINTENANCE-FREE LIVING

Jim Wilt

As I look back on what was coming next
as a capital expense, was it going to be
a major appliance going out, is it going
to be the air conditioner that needs
replaced, or the roof that needs replaced,
I’m so thankful that all of that is behind
me. We found Bethany Village was an
opportunity to do what we wanted to do.

A PLAN FOR THE FUTURE

Jeannie Firestone
Lovely campus and wonderful, caring staff members. In a 35-year health care career, I have
had the opportunity to visit literally hundreds of nursing, rehabilitation and assisted living
centers. There is not a single entity that matches Bethany Village.
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